
110th Knowledge Seekers Workshop April 21 2016 (Earthquake Disaster October 

2016,    how to protect against Microwaves,    ) 

 

(:06).  Dubai Conference started today but the teachings continue, only 1 hour. By 

tomorrow we should have the first members of the U Council. Liquid Plasma (LP) and 

Wafer Plasma are interim to the next stage.  (:08). Once you start working with the field 

of the Pl then the Gans the game changes drastically, within the structure of the Gans you 

still deal with matter state, but when you bring Gans its energy Pl force now that you 

have within the confinement of the water which itself behaves as a Gans, a Pl of itself, in 

a system where you put the Gans waters of different Elements, in fact they themselves 

automatically the characteristic of the water into a gas state of the Pl of the water, now in 

this state the water which has received the Gans it has nothing but itself, and a copy of 

itself within the structure of the water, this creates a unique condition, that with the 

matter state we bring the structure into order as a Pl, so we use the matter state to separate 

the matter into Nano material then to a Gans of itself, now that the fields have interacted 

the whole structure behaves as a field. (:10). Now the biggest problem you have to 

overcome to be able to get a homogenous field is through the containment, what you use 

as a containment becomes the filter for the operation, it means if you use for example, a 

Cu, you have dictated a matter Cu as a limitation, if you use crystal that becomes the 

limitation. We have achieved sound Plasma Barrier, means we have managed to block 

the sound, it has been confirmed that we can block sound. We have also confirmed by 

test the boundary of a Pl, we can see where it is and which direction is looking inward. ... 

we can see a reduction in a Pl to a sound level unless you break it, which means you run 

at a high speed ... ?? we shown this in the capture of drone. (:12). One of the KF scientists 

have replicated the sound barrier. WE are going in direction of total creation of the fields 

which we can both find the barrier and its strength, the next step left is creation of 

increasing G field forces that allows a total interaction btn the G and M, that allows the 

creation of whatever you like, you want intensive light or lift. At this stage without a 

vacuum condition this is the closest we can bring you to the point of P being able to touch 

a Pl. ... ?? you see the fields to bend backwards, move it that way curvature this way, etc. 

Now 2 main principles have been achieved, you strengthen the fields that you get the 

lights in the sky. (:14). Without actually any material you can create light, by interaction 

of the Pl within the structure of the water, within the interactions of the different fields 

with each other, we showed this to 2 Americans who came to the Insano. Any of you can 

start doing this. Last week I showed you, the Russian planes didn't carry weapons only 3 

reactors of the same structure we showed you, so the structure of creating high definition 

Pl in its field force has to have such a shape if you want to concentrate it. The Military 

people noticed it so I show you too. This is how the structure is set, 2 lower and one 

above on the wings, gives concentration. Pl technology is the way the U works. (:16). 

You can dictate its position as you will. We have to bring you rapidly so you don't fall 

behind the governments in understanding. They are monitoring all the communications of 

the KF. You have the bowl, then Gans's of different elements, Cu, of whatever, and you 

made enough of everything and you collect the waters of each, never touch the Gans, 

You mix the whole lot in a container, now you have a homogenous mixture, this is the 

Principle Pl mixture has to be kept that you can start testing different things. Those of 

you who built the original rotating cores go back to them fill them up (? vacuum) with 



waters of Gans, if you made a huge 2 liter or ping pong ball no problem, take enough of 

the mixture and totally fill the ball, and now start rotating your reactors at different 

speeds. Put a radio by reactor and put all the Gans's around it, start observing any 

changes, put radio near and see if the sound disappears, it can range up to thousands of 

meters, limitation depends on the strength of the field you create. This is a jamming 

system which costs a few cents. If you live near a power station or High Tension cables 

make one and leave it in the garden, it gives you the field. (:19). In Belgium they were 

using al sorts of things (microwave etc) to cook our brains, this is a defense from the 

microwaves. Get a ping pong ball stick it on top of a rotor of a small computer fan and 

you have done it. Glue it and centralize it perfectly in center of a fan and run it at the 

highest speed you can, and you create the field, it's natural homogenous and does not 

effect the body, but it protects from what is not needed by the body, noise, radiation, and 

everything else. This is part of the Oasis System, if you run it fast enough and get the 

right composition within the core, what we show in Oasis S is a tent, the interaction of 

the fields is so natural and normal that with the earth's MG field it creates a M tent, soft 

to the body but not good to interaction of a microwave or wind, these are matter state, 

your body when you carry the Gans inside it creates a tent, it's of the same. Don't forget 

you have the CO2, CuO, CH3, whatever was in there equal to your body. .. your skin is 

made of the same but it resists the matter state of the water, of the wind, .. now for the 

first time you see the shelter application of the Pl technology the Oasis system. (:22). 

First understand your composition, take the water on top of Gans, if you can soak the 

ping pong ball in the Gans in the same water first if you N coat from outside it transfers 

the energy, the problem with P P ball is the Ch bound blocks part of the operation. A 

glass ball better crystal best, it will give instant results. The technology transfer is very 

rapid its for you to test. To teach this today is more important then Dubai, we are not 

there because we want the people to do it. They will meet in second week of September 

for decision on the U Council on how to govern. (:24). Many of you have problem with 

Cell Phones, EMF, try this system but you have to get it right, if you see a light it shows 

the boundary of interaction with your system it's very important. The reason we release 

so rapidly because what we announced earlier is coming to pass, a lager number of 

earthquakes over 6.0 around the world and volcanoes, will call immediately for this 

application, this is the only shelter you're going to have. There is no reason that any man 

should be without shelter in time of disaster. Tent is a matter state we have entered the Pl 

technology which is so effective you'll have a shelter. (:26). The 18th to the 21st of April 

will be high levels of earthquake activities we have seen to be right, the whole of the 

American continent is shaking, 2 states shaking so bad the Federal G turned off the 

seismatic meters, when the American continent breaks up the shake will be felt in New 

York, read the graphs coming out of American official sites, it is shaking beyond what 

has ever been seen. Because pressure is being put on it from the breaking off of the S 

American continent, like snapping of wood. We have seen earthquakes at equator, line of 

Tibet, Iran, Greece, and N Africa which is the point of pushing in, 1 week ago Japanese 

have moved by 1 meter which is pressurizing all the islands on one line, it's going to snap 

soon (Panama). This is why the whole USA is shaking on the Magma underneath. (:28). 

Separation is immanent and has already started, 1 meter shift in S Japan shows that the 

platform has released itself. You do not move unless you have room to move into, the 

whole planet is on the move. If the snap goes further, we are waiting for one release from 



the Asian continent. The shake will stop when the S American breaks off and goes back 

to normal to recover from the 1 meter shift. Tsunamis of 2 to 300 meters will not be 

uncommon. If it calms down then October November separation will be completed.  The 

shakes will be felt in NY and Washington, Alaska also having earthquakes. Can be used 

in space when the condition of the AA suitable for man to have a shelter. (:32).  

 

He is repeating the same info throughout .. 

(:41). These systems can also be use to reverse process of internal bleeding, will teach 

later. We have given you ever tool to be able to create the shelter you need. Keep records 

of how much of each Gans water you are mixing, if you change the mixture record it, 

record what mixture gave what effect. Next week show the boundary of silence, and how 

to see the borders of Pl. Please do not use any Gans and do not consume, because energy 

of Gans lasts a long time, but the water has a connection with the Gans Water in the 

body, so any enegy is always used in balance it's a huge difference in consuming the 

Gans or its water. The Pl batteries weve seen with Alek work up to 14 days, learn the 

capacitors and coils, or Beads which is the same structure as coils in a different way, 

you'll have power supply for 14 days. If you move away from matter and rotate a Gans 

you might have power for months, because the energy of the Pl can be absorbed by Pl 

capacitor and be reused, you reenergize yourself. (:45). For lift and motion, the more you 

gain the more you have to give, the more you give the more you receive, you have to 

create a condition that you can give more that you can receive more. When you make a 

core, you need a taker, a Pl field force to take as much as possible, ... wrapping that it 

takes a turbulence for the fields, allows more to give out, when you make your mixture of 

Gans waters you need an element that can attract MG fields heavily, Gans of Lead or in 

the body is a Gans of Sulphur, add only 1 or 2 drops of Lead to mixture, keep track of 

what you are doing, the central G pull will increase and you'll receive so much that you 

can not give out that much, the interference will create the barriers (shields), if you use 

crystal glass you will see light inside the glass because the interaction will come 

internally, if you use Cu or plastic coils now the matter state has become ?? a given 

strength then you have a different condition, higher speed rotation the better, you'll find 

creation of lift and motion. (:48). Major cities of Japan will sink, Philippines , west coast 

of Africa, Saudi Arabia,  safest place East coast Africa, Persian gulf, and W. India ...  

The governments advised Keshe not to go to Dubai because they wanted him safe.  

 


